
AGENDA

PAPUNYA LOCAL AUTHORITY MEETING

THURSDAY 19 MAY 2022

The Papunya Local Authority Meeting of the MacDonnell Regional Council will be held at
the Papunya Council Office on Thursday, 19 May 2022 at 10:30am.
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NOMINATIONS

ITEM NUMBER 3.5.1

TITLE Nominations to Papunya Local Authority

REFERENCE - 314594

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
There is currently one vacancy on the Papunya Local Authority.

New members are nominated and appointed in accordance with the Local Government Act
2019, Ministerial Guidelines and Council’s Local Authority Meeting Procedure, MC02-P2.

Council appoints Local Authority members based on the recommendations of the Local
Authority. 

It is to be noted that a confirmation has still not been received following the verbal
notification from member Taralyn Major to resign her membership of the Local Authority. She
will remain a member until such time as the resignation is received and will included in the
numbers required to form quorum.  

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority:

a) notes that there is one vacancy available on the Local Authority; and
b) calls for community nominations to remain open for 21 days to fill the

vacancy.

BACKGROUND
The charts below show the membership of the Papunya Local Authority prior to and
following the 2021 elections and legislative changes:

PREVIOUS CURRENT May 2022

8 Appointed Members 8 Appointed Members

Karen McDonald - Chair Karen McDonald - Chair

Punata Stockman Punata Stockman

Sammy Butcher Sammy Butcher

Taralyn Major Taralyn Major

Linda Anderson Linda Anderson

Terrence Abbott Terrence Abbott

Graham Poulson Graham Poulson

Isobel Gorey Vacant

4 Elected Members 3 Elected Members

Cr Tommy Conway Cr Peter Turner

Cr Sarah Stockman Cr Jason Minor

Cr Dalton McDonald Deputy President Dalton McDonald

President Roxanne Kenny  
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The Local Authorities are made up of local members. They have four (4) Local Authority
meetings per year and discuss things like council service delivery, project funding, project
ideas and progress, finances etc. 

Functions of the Local Authority (Local Government Act 2019 section 78):
(a)  To involve local communities more closely in issues related to local government;

and 
(b)  To ensure that local communities are given an opportunity to express their

opinions on questions affecting local government; and 
(c)  To allow local communities a voice in the formulation of policies for the locality as

well as policies for the area and the region; and 
(d)  To take the views of local communities back to the council and act as advocates

on their behalf; and 
(e)  To contribute to the development of the relevant regional plan; and
(f)   To make recommendations to the council in relation to:

(i) The council's budget; and
(ii) The part of the council's area within which the local authority performs its

functions; and 
(g)  To perform other functions assigned to the local authority by the Minister, in

accordance with any guidelines that the Minister may make.

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Council’s Local Authority Meeting Procedure, para.4.14: Nominations and Appointments
states:

a) nominations will be tabled at the next local authority meeting and considered. A
recommendation on the nominations to Council will be recorded and presented
with the nomination forms at the next Council meeting.

b) in the case that there is a nomination or nominations submitted but no timely local
authority meeting (that is before the next council meeting), nominations will still be
presented to the next Council meeting. The Council may appoint based on the
submitted nominations.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If Local Authorities do not maintain their membership numbers, their ability to make quorum
for their meetings is impaired and they may not be able to commit funds to Community
projects and events.

CONSULTATION
Papunya Local Authority

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments to this report.
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4.       MACDONNELL COUNCIL CODE OF CONDUCT

ITEM NUMBER 4.1

TITLE MacDonnell Council Code of Conduct

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This report contains all of the details about the MacDonnell Council Code of Conduct Policy.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority notes the Council Code of Conduct.

MacDonnell Regional Council Code of Conduct

Interests of the Council and Community come first

A member must act in the best interests of the community, its outstations and the

Council.

Honesty

A member must be honest and act the right way (with integrity) when performing official

duties.

Taking care

A member must be careful to make good decisions (diligence), and must not be under

the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs, when performing official duties.

Respect/Courtesy

A member must be respectful to other members, council staff, constituents and

members of the public.

Conduct towards council staff

A member must not direct, reprimand, or interfere in the management of council staff.

Respect for culture

A member must respect different cultures, families and language groups (cultural

diversity) and not be unfair towards others, or the opinions of others, because of their

background.

Conflict of interest

A member must, if possible, avoid conflict of interest between the member's private

interests (family, other job, business etc.) and duties.

Where a conflict exists, the member must inform the Council, Local Authority or Council

Committee and not take part in the discussion or vote.

Respect for private business

A member must not share private (confidential) information that they heard as a

member, outside of meetings.
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A member must not make improper use of confidential information to gain a benefit or to

cause harm to another.

Gifts

A member must not ask for or encourage gifts or private benefits from anyone who

might want to do business with or obtain a benefit from Council.

Accountable

A member must be able to show that they have made good decisions for the

community, and have allocated the Council’s resources carefully and to benefit the

region.

Failure to comply with this Code of Conduct may result in disciplinary action.

ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES

The Code of Conduct Policy helps Council to ensure that the:

 MacDonnell Regional Council (MRC) exercises strong and accountable 
governance;

 constituents of MRC are aware of the behaviours they can expect from members.
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CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

ITEM NUMBER 5.1

TITLE Confirmation of Previous Minutes

REFERENCE - 314603

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

Unconfirmed minutes of the 3 March 2022 Papunya Local Authority provisional meeting are
submitted to the Local Authority for confirmation that the minutes are a true and correct
record of the meeting.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the Papunya Local Authority provisional meeting held 3 March
2022 be adopted as a resolution of Papunya Local Authority.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Papunya Local Authority 2022-03-03 [1189] Minutes.pdf
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6. ACCEPTANCE OF THE AGENDA

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Agenda papers are submitted for acceptance by the Authority for the Papunya Local
Authority meeting held 19 May 2022.

RECOMMENDATION
That the agenda papers for the Papunya Local Authority meeting held 19 May 2022 as
presented be received for consideration at the meeting.
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NOTIFICATIONS OF GENERAL BUSINESS AND NON-COUNCIL

BUSINESS ITEMS

ITEM NUMBER 6.2 and 6.3

TITLE Notification of General and Non-Council

Business Items

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to give Local Authority Members the opportunity to table items
they wish to be debated by Council.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Chairperson invites Local Authority Members to raise items of concern that
they wish to be discussed later in the meeting in relation to:

 General Council Business

 General Non-Council Business
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7.       CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

ITEM NUMBER 7.1

TITLE Conflict of Interests

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This report outlines the minimum standard of behaviour expected of the Local Authority in
relation to declaring personal or family financial interests that may impact on the performance
of their roles and ability to make objective decisions.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority Meeting:

a. notes the Conflict of Interest Policy; and
b. that members declare any conflicts of interest.

BACKGROUND
Conflicts of interest arise when members are influenced, or appear to be influenced, by

personal interests when doing their jobs. The perception of a conflict of interest – the way it

seems to the public - can be as damaging as an actual conflict, because it undermines public

confidence in the integrity and fairness of MacDonnell Regional Council (MRC).

Under the Local Government Act, not declaring a conflict of interest or improperly disclosing

information can lead to imprisonment.

Examples of conflicts of interest and improper disclosure of information:

Tendering and Purchasing – financial conflict of interest

 Example: Council has advertised for a contractor for irrigation of a football oval. A

member is employed by a company which has tendered for the contract. This may

affect, or it may reasonably be suspected that it could affect, their ability to make an

unbiased or fair decision when the contract choice is considered by Council.

Tendering and Purchasing – non-financial conflict of interest

 Example: A contractor tendering for a Council contract for road works offers to seal the

road to a member’s house. The member would not be seen as impartial or fair when

choosing the contractor for the job.

Information and Opportunities

 Example: a member may know a lot of information about tenders for contracts coming

up in the MRC area before the tenders are made public. Conflicts can arise if the

member gives this information to a friend or relative working for a company so they

can have a better chance of winning the contract.

Undue Influence

 Example: a member tries to pressure a hotel in Alice Springs into providing free

accommodation, because they are a member of Council.

Declaring a Conflict of Interest

As soon as practical after a member becomes aware of a conflict of interest in a matter that

has come up or is about to come up before or during a meeting (council, local authority or

council committee), the member must disclose or tell the relevant interest to the meeting and

to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of MRC.
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Details of members’ interests and the nature of those interests will be recorded in the

relevant Register of Interests published on the Council’s website and to be available for any

member of the public to look over at the Council’s public office.

In addition, if a member enters into a personal or business relationship with another member

or Council employee that could result in a conflict of interest, then this relationship must be

reported to the President and CEO. A file note will be made and recorded on the relevant

Register of Interests.

Uncertainty about whether a conflict of interest exists or not

If a member is unsure whether or not they have a conflict of interest, they should give full

details to the CEO or seek independent legal advice.

The CEO does not have a responsibility to decide whether or not a member has a conflict of

interest in a matter. The responsibility for determining whether a member has a conflict of

interest is up to  the individual member.

If you do have a Conflict of Interest

After a member has disclosed the nature of the interest, the member must not, without

approval from the Minister:

• be present during any discussion of the meeting when the matter is being discussed

• take part in any decision related to the matter

• Influence another member in their decision.

Members will not become involved in the promotion or endorsement of products and/or

services unless this has been approved in line with Council’s policies and Code of Conduct.

Complaints Regarding Failure to Disclose an Interest

Any person may make a complaint that a member has or may have failed to disclose or tell

of a conflict of interest. All complaints should be directed to the MRC CEO.

ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The Disclosure of Interests Policy helps Council to ensure that:

• the business of Council is conducted with efficiency, fairness, and integrity; and

• members act in the best interests of Council and do not seek personal or family gain

when performing their duties or use their public office for personal gain.
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DEPUTATIONS / GUEST SPEAKERS

ITEM NUMBER 8.1

TITLE Lutheran Care Services

REFERENCE - 314320

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Lutheran Care is seeking to provide an explanation on their services available to the remote
communities of the NT. It provides financial capability & financial wellbeing, hence the
organisation is looking to establish workshop delivery and how community can potentially
benefit from the organisation. 

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority notes and accepts the presentation by the Lutheran
Care representatives. 

BACKGROUND
Lutheran care has been operating in the NT for over 10 years providing support and services
to people in Alice Springs and throughout the central desert region. 

Lutheran Care has a vision for working together to change lives and build caring and resilient
communities. 

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Lutheran care wants to build the financial capability of the members in the community, as
well as support for those struggling with financial stress e.g. loans. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil

CONSULTATION
Papunya Local authority and community

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments to this report.
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LOCAL AUTHORITY REPORTS AND CORRESPONDENCE

ITEM NUMBER 9.1

TITLE Local Authority Projects

REFERENCE - 312979

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Funding for Local Authority projects is part of a grant received from The Department of Chief
Minister and Cabinet (DCM&C) and invested in projects to benefit and improve the
community.

Examples of acceptable purposes for expenditure include:

 Repairs and maintenance of community assets controlled or owned by the council.

For example - office upgrades, fencing, solar lighting, road repairs and ablution

facilities.

 Acquisition of plant and equipment directly related to local government service

delivery. For example - trailers, garden maintenance equipment such as brush

cutters, lawn mowers and pressure cleaners, rubbish bin enclosures /stands. 

 Upgrade/enhancement of community sporting facilities. For example upgrade of

community ovals, basketball courts and playgrounds, shade structures, picnic areas,

seating and park furniture, tree planting and irrigation. 

 Festivals or other events – but must only be conducted within a council’s own Local

Authority area. 

The Community currently has $16,035.66 to spend for the year 2021/22.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority:

a) approves the closure of their completed projects; and
b) notes and accepts the progress of their projects.

BACKGROUND
The Local Authority decides on the allocation of their Project Funds for infrastructure projects
to benefit the community. Funding for Local Authority projects is part of a grant received from
the Department of Chief Minister and Cabinet.

The DCM&C released a partial allocation for the 2021/2022 project funds. $29,494.00 was
withheld from the 2021/2022 project grant because the funds were not spent within a
specified timeframe. It was declared that if the ‘withheld funds’ were spent by February 28
2022 and the goods received, the balance of the Community’s allocation would be released.

It is to be noted that allocating the ‘withheld funds’ towards an overspend does not constitute
goods received.
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Local Authorities must formally resolve each initiative this funding will be used for.
Register of Projects and Commitments

Project
2192

Sports Ground Extension (including second Softball
Diamond)

$

Action Status Committed

8-Apr-21 To follow on from Project 2196 (previously 2096) – Softball 
Diamond.

 

Res.24 – The Local Authority requests that the Director 
Service Delivery follow up with CLC in gaining approval to 
extend the boundaries of Lot 333 for the Papunya Sports 
Ground.

 

10-Dec-21 Res. 073 – Oval cracker dust project is incorporated with this 
project with committed fund of $15,000.00

15,000.00

(Project’s summary history attached)  

10-Dec-21 Res. 074 – Softball Diamond Project is incorporated with this 
project which has underspent fund of $2,106.67. (Project’s 
summary history attached)

2,106.67

3-Mar-22 Res.015 - Technical Services seek approval with CLC to 
extend the boundaries and provide an update at the next 
meeting.

 

   underspend or (overspend) 17,106.67

Project
2193

Cemetery and Church Signs $

Action Status Committed

8-Apr-21 Res.25 – Commit $15,000.00 and request that the CSC seek 
quotes to have two signs made.  

15,000.00

One to read ‘Papunya Cemetery’ with two Angels on either 
side and the other sign to ready ‘Papunya Trinity Lutheran 
Church’ with two crosses on either side

 

3-Jun-21 Quote received from PlazArt Metal work of $7,744.00 for 
each sign.

 

10-Dec-21 Res.075 - Accepted the quote of $6,348.54 for both signs 
made that included freight and installation. 

 

8-Feb-22 Sales order from Complete Steel for two signs, freight and 
installation

-7,126.60

3-Mar-22 Res.015 – Kept project open  

  underspend or (overspend) 7,873.40

Project
2194

Blackboard for Church $

Action Status Committed

8-Apr-21 Res.26 – Commit $5,000.00 towards a blackboard. 5,000.00

10-Dec-21 Res. 076 - Kept project open and requested that CSC 
purchase the portable sandwich chalkboard quoted $230

 

3-Mar-22 Res.015 - Blackboard had been ordered from the Department
of Corrections.

 

 

23-Feb-22 Expenses for Sandwich Board metal-framed Black -209.09

  underspend or (overspend) 4,790.91
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Project
2195

Water at Oval $

Action Status Committed

12-Apr-18 Res.18 - request Papunya Store turn the water on to the oval.
The Local Authority will contribute up to $2,000 of their 
project money towards any repairs needed

2,000.00

14-Jun-18 Res.35 – update ‘water on the oval project’ and allocate 
$6,000.00 (rather than $2,000.00) for the EOI.

4,000.00

12-Apr-19 MRC spoke with Ngurratjuta CEO who is aware of the LA 
request to have the water reinstated at the oval and work is in
progress to make this happen.

 

11-Jun-20 Res.49 - seek a response from the Ngurratjuta CEO of an 
estimated completion date for the Water at the Oval project.

 

22-Sep-20 Update from Director Technical Services:  

I have been in touch with Ngurratjuta CEO who has advised 
they no longer deal with Papunya Store since Outback Stores
have taken over.

 

The LA funding was to assist NG seek an EOI to establish 
cost of bringing water into the oval/ablution block. An EOI 
was not completed (no one was commissioned to document 
required work) but my understanding after discussions with 
PWC is that a water main would need to be extended to 
enable the work. The cost of a water main extension is 
significant (recent 80m extension completed in Docker River 
was in the order of $130k).

 

My recommendation is for MRC to engage a consultant using
the $6k LA funds to produce a site servicing plan in order to 
establish actual costs for water to be brought into the oval. 
Funding can then be applied for based on the design and 
costing.

 

22-Sep-20 Update from CSC Papunya:  

CSC spoke with Claydon from Papunya Outback Store who 
has informed her that the Store Committee Members will 
need to attend the Committee Meeting to re-request this and 
only if funds are available would it be able to be completed

 

8-Apr-21 Res.17 – approve the recommendation from Director 
Technical Services dated 20 Sept 2020 and request that the 
Director Technical Services organise the Consultant to 
complete a site servicing plan to establish the actual costs of 
having the water brought into the oval.

 

25-Sep-21 Outback Stores are still investigating the project.  

10-Dec-21 Res. 077 – Requested that the store committee members 
raise this ongoing issues with store at next meeting.

 

3-Mar-22 Res.015 – this project had installed and requested that the 
Technical Services complete the site servicing plan and that 
the CSC attend the store Committee meeting on behalf of the
Authority

 

  underspend or (overspend) 6,000.00
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Project
2196

Plaques to commemorate the Aboriginal Pastors $

Action Status Committed

10-Dec-21 Res. 082 - created a new project from wishlist item and 
named 'Plaques to commemorate the Aboriginal Pastors' 

 

10-Dec-21 Res. 082 - Committed $5,000.00 for the projects and 
requested that CSC seek quotes and with the aid of Pastor 
Graeme to provide the names and assist with writing the 
scripts for the plagues.

5,000.00

3-Mar-22 Res.015 – Plaques to commemorate the Aboriginal Pastors  

  underspend or (overspend) 5,000.00

Project
2197

BBQ Trailer $

Action Status Committed

10-Dec-21 Res.084- Created new project and committed $13,000.00 
and requested that the project commence 

13,000.00

13-Dec-21 Quote received and purchase order raised for Alice 
HoseTech $10,500.00 for BBQ Trailer and 2 Esky and 
$130.55 for Bunnings to buy starter gas and cylinder and 
invoice received

-10,500.00

  Balance of PO -130.55

3-Mar-22 Res.015- Trailer is being manufactured  

10-Apr-22 3 Ring BBQ burner from Bunnings -85.91

10-May-22 Trailer plug from Central Comms for the Trailer -17.73

  underspend or (overspend) 2,265.81

Project
2198

Electrical for Church Restoration 
(previously Restore Church)

$

Action Status Committed

10-Dec-21 Res. 080 – created a new project from the wishlist item - 
'Restore Church' and committed $30,000 for electrical, fans 
and lightings 

30,000.00

10-Dec-21 Res. 080 - Committed $10,000.00 towards the seats and 
window with security mesh. 

10,000.00

3-Mar-22 Res.015- agreed to rename project to Electrical for Church 
Restoration, remove windows and seats and create its own 
separate project.

-10,000.00

(note: allocated $10,000.00 has been moved to a new 
project) 

 

3-Mar-22 Res. 080 – Audio system for Church, ensures it connects to 
Bluetooth, comes with a headset and is permanently 
installed.

 

  underspend or (overspend) 30,000.00
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Project
2199

Lights for Basketball Court $

Action Status Committed

8-Apr-21 Res.27 – CSC Papunya to seek quotes for comparing solar 
light and hardwire lights 

 

3-Jun-21 Res.50 – Request that Technical Services provide options for
lighting. 

 

10-Dec-21 Res. 087 - Committed $18,494.00 and requested that 
Technical services provide with quote for either solar lights or
hardwire lights.

18,494.00

3-Mar-22 Res.015- requested quotes be sought  

22-Apr-22 Quote has been received PO087499 -11,096.00

  underspend or (overspend) 7,398.00

Project
2501

Windows and seats for Church Restoration $

Action Status Committed

3-Mar-22 Res. 015- move over the $10,000.00 10,000.00

commitment from Project 2198 and the CSC seek quotes for 
seats based on a similar design to the Church in 
Hermannsburg.

 

  underspend or (overspend) 10,000.00

Project
2502

Portable Speaker System $

Action Status Committed

3-Mar-22 Res. 080 – Creates new project Portable Speaker system 
and commit $2,000.00 to the project 

2,000.00

  underspend or (overspend) 2,000.00

New
Project

Power and lights for the stage $

Action Status Committed

3-Mar-22 Res. 015- requested that Technical services seek quotes to 
have power and lights connected with either hardwire or solar

 

  underspend or (overspend) 0.00

Budget consideration  

  Balance of underspend or (overspend) 92,434.79

Total un-allocated funds 16,035.33

Total unspent funds 108,470.12
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Wishlist and estimated costs

Priority: Outdoor Chapel with side shutters and to be placed at the Cemetery
Scope of Work: Acting Director Service Delivery seek quotes, timeframe and permits for the
structure to be built
Estimated Cost:
Request date: 8 April 2021
Update, Res. – 083, 10 Dec 2021: Noted that the chapel be quoted as to the similar design
of the chapel at the Alice Springs cemetery. 

Priority: BMX Track
Scope of Work: Director Service Delivery investigate how possible it is to have a BMX track
with working lights and fencing placed at the Sports Ground Extension 
Estimated Cost:
Request date: 8 April 2021

Priority: Stage at Church with trees and seating
Scope of Work: To follow on after the Church is restored
Estimated Cost:
Request date: 3 June 2021

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS

Examples of unacceptable purposes for expenditure include:

 Purchase of vehicles and fuel expenses
 Payment of salaries, cash prizes or recurrent operating costs of council
 Meeting costs and payments to local authority members
 Sponsorship by way of uniforms, travels cost and allowances
 Purposes that are not related to local government services and that should be

addressed by another government agency.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Funds from the grant must be fully expended within two years of receipt of funding. Failure
to expend the funds may result in the funds being returned to the Department of Chief
Minister and Cabinet.

CONSULTATION
Executive Leadership Team
Finance Grants Officer
Area Managers

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Integrated Projects .pdf
2 Trailer Plug.pdf
3 Quote 11096.pdf
4 MacDonnell -papunya_.pdf
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LOCAL AUTHORITY REPORTS AND CORRESPONDENCE

ITEM NUMBER 9.2

TITLE Discretionary Funds

REFERENCE - 314605

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Each financial year, MRC grants a discretionary fund allocation of $4,000.00 to the Local
Authority.

The Local Authority decides how best to commit these funds that will benefit the Community
and to improve Community development.

Discretionary Funds cannot be carried over from year to year and must be spent (with goods
received) between 1 July and 30 June.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority

a) notes and discusses the spending of its 2021/22 Discretionary Funds.
b) notes that the funds must be expended before the end of 30 June 2022.

BACKGROUND
Approved Projects

2021/22 Discretionary Fund

Approved Project
Approved

Commitment
Remaining

Balance

1 July 2021 Discretionary Fund + $4,000.00 $4,000.00

3 March 2022 Res.016 - committed $2,000.00 towards a 

BBQ and Easter celebrations.

5 April 2022 Papunya fun day invoice from Milner meat -1,949.12

Balance Remaining $2,050.88

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Local Authorities decide how to best spend this money to broadly benefit the community.
The Local Authority is responsible for consulting with community members to ensure that
community priorities are taken into account when allocating discretionary funds.

Examples that Discretionary funds can be used for:

 Community Christmas and New Year’s Festivity
 Community BBQ’s
 Sports weekends
 NAIDOC Celebration
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Funds from the grant must be spent (with goods received) between 1 July and 30 June or
they are forfeited. Community currently has $2,050.88 to spend. 

CONSULTATION
Papunya Local Authority and the community

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Papunya Fun day.pdf
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LOCAL AUTHORITY REPORTS AND CORRESPONDENCE

ITEM NUMBER 9.3

TITLE Action Register

REFERENCE - 314868

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The attached report provides a running list of Local Authority action items as reported in
previous meetings.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority:

a) notes and accepts the progress reports on the actions from the minutes of the
previous meeting as received; and

b) approves the closure of any completed actions.

BACKGROUND
This report gives the Papunya Local Authority an opportunity to check that actions from
previous meetings are being implemented.

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Nil

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil

CONSULTATION
Papunya Local Authority
Executive Leadership Team
Governance Department
Papunya Council Services Coordinator

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Nomination luritja papunya.pdf
2 Action Register.pdf
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LOCAL AUTHORITY REPORTS AND CORRESPONDENCE

ITEM NUMBER 9.4

TITLE Community Infrastructure Project Grant - $50,000 
Solar Scoreboard

REFERENCE - 315015

AUTHOR Barbara Newland, Manager Governance and Compliance

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Advice has been received from the NTG that a grant of $50,000 has been allocated to the
community for a solar scoreboard. As the community has a scoreboard the Authority is being
asked to consider what other infrastructure project that promotes community wellbeing
specifically related to sport could be appropriate.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Local Authority considers the manner in which the NTG Community
Infrastructure Project Grant will be expended. 

BACKGROUND
Community Infrastructure Project Grants are for minor infrastructure projects that promote
community wellbeing, safety, social inclusion, community capacity building and early
childhood development.

The Papunya community has been allocated $50,000 for a solar scoreboard. As the
community already has a scoreboard the Authority is asked to consider what other
infrastructure related to sporting activities could be acquired utilising this funding.   

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
The Papunya Local Authority is required to allocate this funding prior to 30 June 2022.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
This funding must be acquitted by 30 June 2023.

CONSULTATION
Chief Executive Officer
Papunya Local Authority

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Correspondence - Minister for Sport - solar powered scoreboards.pdf
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COUNCIL SERVICES REPORTS

ITEM NUMBER 10.1

TITLE Community Service Papunya Local Authority Report

REFERENCE - 314683

AUTHOR Sabine Wedemeyer, Director Community Services

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This report provides an update on Community Services program delivery.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority notes and accepts the Community Services report.

BACKGROUND
All Community Services programs continue to be delivered in line with funding requirements 
as per the attached Operations Report.

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Nil

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil

CONSULTATION
Executive Leadership Team
Manager of Aged & Disability Services – Amandeep Kaur
Manager of Children’s Services – Iryna Mustiats
Manager of Community Safety – Liz Scott
Manager of Youth Services – Jessica Kragh

ATTACHMENTS:
1 2022-05 - COMMUNITY SERVICES Papunya LAR - approved.pdf
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FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE REPORTS

ITEM NUMBER 11.1

TITLE Local Authority Project Funding Grant Acquittal

REFERENCE - 314318

AUTHOR Barbara Newland, Manager Governance and 
Compliance

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The attached certificate for NT Local Authority Project Funding is required to be laid before
the Authority for noting.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority notes the certification for use of the 2018-19 expired
funds for the Local Authority Project funding.

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
The Department of Chief Minister & Cabinet withheld expired funds for the 2018-19 financial
year from the 2021-22 grant allocation, however if the expired funds are fully spent and
certificates submitted to the department by 31st March 2022 withheld funds will be released.

MRC met this requirement with the Certification being provided by the due date.

ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
It is a funding requirement that this Certification be laid before the Papunya Local Authority.

FINANCIAL IMPACT AND TIMING
If not fully spent the withheld component will be forfeited and not rolled over.

CONSULTATION
Chief Executive Officer
Manager Finance
Management Accountant & Grants

ATTACHMENTS:
1 PAPUNYA LAPF ACQUITTAL 31.3.2022.pdf
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FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE REPORTS

ITEM NUMBER 11.2

TITLE Expenditure Report as at 31 March 2022

REFERENCE - 315025

AUTHOR Avatar Singh, Management Accountant and Grants

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The expenditure report shows spending until 31 March 2022 in the Local Authority
Community.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority notes and accepts the expenditure report as at 31
March 2022.

BACKGROUND
The attached finance report details the budget, variance, and actual expenditure on Council
services in the community.

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
The Local Authority Project Funding is to be expended within 2 years of the receipt of the
funding otherwise failure to do so may result in the Department withholding any future
payments of Local Authority Project Funding or request unspent funding to be repaid. As an
example any funds prior to the 2019-20 financial year needs to be spent not just allocated to
projects.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The attached report details the expenditure for the Local Authority which is part of the full
Council’s approved budget.

CONSULTATION
Executive Leadership Team
Management Team

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Local Authority Expenditure Report March 2022 - Papunya.pdf
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LA GENERAL BUSINESS

ITEM NUMBER 12.1

TITLE General Business

REFERENCE - 314608

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this paper is to give members the opportunity to discuss with Council the
General Business matters raised at item 6.2.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority notes and discusses the General Business Items
raised at Item 6.2

BACKGROUND
1:………………………………………………………………………………………………..

2:………………………………………………………………………………………………..

3:………………………………………………………………………………………………..

4:………………………………………………………………………………………………..

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Nil

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil

CONSULTATION
Papunya Local Authority
Executive Leadership Team

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments to this report.
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NON-COUNCIL BUSINESS

ITEM NUMBER 13.1

TITLE Other Non-Council Business

REFERENCE - 314609

AUTHOR Gaurab Ghimire, Governance Administration Officer

LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 01: Developing Communities
Goal 02: Healthy Communities
Goal 03: Empowered Communities
Goal 04: A Supportive Organisation

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this paper is to note and discuss the matters raised at item 6.3 and to be
informed of any updates to the actions relating to services provided by the Northern Territory
Government.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Papunya Local Authority:

a) notes and discusses the Non-Council Business items raised at Item 6.3;
b) notes and accepts any updates and progress on actions from the Department

of Chief Minister and Cabinet.

BACKGROUND
1:…………………………………………………...…………………………………………………….

2:……………………………………………………...………………………………………………….

3:…………………………………………………...…………………………………………………….

ACTION REGISTER

Date Raised Action Detail

ISSUES, CONSEQUENCES, OPTIONS
Nil

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil

CONSULTATION
Department of Chief Minister and Cabinet

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments to this report.
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